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Among organic semiconducting materials, short conjugated
oligomers have attracted very broad interest due to their

fine-tunable and normally well-defined structural features.
Thiophene−phenylene co-oligomers are known for their
remarkable optical properties and good charge mobility,
which make them suitable candidates for electronics or
optoelectronic applications.1−4 Appropriate side groups on
the conjugated backbone allow modulation of electronic
properties and improve solubility, paving the way to flexible
solution processing.5 At the same time, maintaining precise
control over nanoscale molecular organization in the solid state
is crucial as it can strongly affect the physical properties of the
material. More specifically, the absorption and emission
properties of aromatic compounds in the solid state are usually
interpreted with reference to J- and H-aggregate models,6,7 the
former showing generally higher photoluminescence rate
constants. For crystalline oligothiophenes8 and thiophene−
phenylene co-oligomers,9−12 the absorption and emission
properties present mainly H-features, implying a nonemissive
or weakly emissive 0−0 transition in the photoluminescence
spectra,13 as reported for example for odd-numbered
oligothiophenes.14 However, H-aggregates are enticing because
of their stability and intrinsic structural anisotropy, which give
easy access to important ASE and lasing effects. Efforts to

obtain highly photoluminescent H-aggregates with oligothio-
phenes and other aromatic oligomers by the introduction of
appropriate substituents15,16 are hence ongoing.
Bulky substituents may be used to prevent strong aromatic

interactions that, in most cases, are assumed to quench light
emission. A notable case involves phenylene−vinylene
oligomers17 in which the introduction of methyls in the meta
positions of terminal phenylenes preserves H-aggregation in
crystals, albeit with loss of the herringbone motif, while
enhancing light emission quantum yields (QYs). In the
mentioned instance, as in other cases where physical properties
are modulated by chemical modifications of molecules, a
quantitative assessment of the role of packing and intermo-
lecular interactions is prevented by the differences in molecular
structure.
In this respect, the ability of a given molecule to adopt

different crystal structures offers a unique opportunity to
modulate the material physical properties while allowing for
quantitative packing comparisons. Despite its often elusive
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nature, polymorphism in quaterthiophenes (4T) is not unusual;
in some cases, structural variations are minor, as for
unsubstituted quaterthiophene, which may adopt two crystal
forms with a very similar herringbone packing.18 In other, less
frequent, instances, as for some α- and β-substituted 4T
derivatives, conformational polymorphs with different opto-
electronic properties have been found.19

Here, we report the case of a 4T derivative (5,5‴-bis(3,5-di-
tert-butyl-4-methoxyphenyl)-2,2′:5′,2″:5″,2‴-quaterthiophene
(DP-4T)20 showing two remarkably different, stable poly-
morphs that can be produced selectively (Figure 1). More

specifically, phase-I is formed by standard solution crystal-
lization techniques, whereas the second phase (phase-II) is
obtained only by controlled thermal treatment. As the two
polymorphs (see Table 1) show different photoluminescence
(PL) properties, though with very similar spectral profiles, they
provide an ideal case to correlate structural information and
quantum chemical (QC) calculations with their different
emissive behavior.
From solution, DP-4T (phase-I) crystallizes in space group

P-1 with half of a molecule in the asymmetric unit and a single
DP-4T molecule in the unit cell (see Table S1 (SI) and Figure
2). The thienylene moiety adopts an all-trans conformation and
shows good planarity (rmsd = 0.08 Å), while the terminal
phenyl rings form a 35° angle with respect to the mean
thienylene plane. In phase-I crystals, molecules arrange parallel
in loose stacks (see Figures 1 and 2), deviating from the typical
herringbone motif observed in most end-substituted and
unsubstituted oligothiophenes. Pitch and roll angles,21 as
defined by Curtis et al. to describe π-stacked structures,

correspond to 43 and 58°, respectively. The steric requirements
of tert-butyl substituents are plausibly a key factor leading to the
phase-I molecular arrangement.
Phase-II crystals may be obtained quantitatively by

appropriate thermal treatment of phase-I, while attempts to
grow single crystals of phase-II from solution, either by
spontaneous nucleation or by seeding methods, were
unsuccessful,22 always resulting in phase-I crystals. Specifically,
keeping single crystals of phase-I at 195 °C for 30 min results in
the conversion into phase-II orange single crystals of sufficient
size (>50 μm) and quality for high-resolution X-ray diffraction.
Interestingly, the original needle shape of phase-I crystals
(Figures 2c, 3c, and S3 (SI) in situ optical micrographs) is
retained also by polycrystalline phase-II material.
The space group of phase-II is also P-1, but the asymmetric

unit is now defined by two independent half molecules (Table
S1 (SI) and Figure 3a), and hence, two different molecules are
present in the unit cell. Because the midpoint of both molecules
lies on crystallographic centers of inversion, the central
interthiophene bond is trans in both DP-4T molecules. In
one case, the tetrathiophene ring system is arranged in a cis−
trans−cis planar conformation (out-of-plane rmsd = 0.06 Å),
while the second molecule in phase-II retains the all-trans
conformation found in phase-I, however with a more
pronounced distortion from planarity (rmsd = 0.19 Å). The
phenyl rings in both phase-II conformers remain tilted at about
30° from the plane of the adjacent thiophenes. A further

Figure 1. Crystal structures of phase-I and phase-II DP-4T shown
along the direction of the 4T backbone. Thick yellow and orange lines
evidence layers characterized by the most significant interaromatic
intermolecular interactions generated by translation along the a- axis
and half of the b axis, for phase-I and -II, respectively.

Table 1. Structural and PL Properties of DP-4T Polymorphs

density (Mg m−3) ESubl (kcal mol
−1)a voids (%)b mp (°C) PL-QY (%) PL max. (eV) krad (s

−1)c exciton splittingd (eV)

phase-I 1.202 40.0 3.4 195 18 2.27 4.7 × 108 0.22
phase-II 1.196 40.6 0.0 217 11 2.19 2.2 × 108 0.29

aObtained from DFT solid-state calculations (details are reported in the text). bVoids calculated as a percentage of the unit cell volume with a 1.2 Å
probe radius and a 0.2 Å grid spacing on Mercury CSDS (Figure S2, Supporting Information (SI)). cObtained from PL lifetime experiments
described later in the text (details in the SI). dObtained from TD-DFT excited-state calculations.

Figure 2. Crystal structure of phase-I. (a) View of two DP-4T
molecules showing short contacts stemming from alkyl C−H···π
interactions (shown as black lines). (b) Crystal packing energy
contributions of methoxy, aromatic backbone and tert-butyl moieties.
(c) Needle-like crystal of phase-I.



relevant feature of the phase-II structure is the loss of the
parallel stacking arrangement observed in phase-I as the two
independent molecules form a T-shaped dimer in which the
cis−trans−cis conformer faces edge-on the all-trans molecule at
an angle of 71°. The arrangement of the DP-4T molecules in
phase-II is thus a herringbone-like packing (Figure 3a) and not
the parallel stacking found in phase-I. The slightly denser
(+0.5%) phase-I with optimized bulky side group packing
allows for relatively large voids between loosely packed central
tetrathiophene units (Figure S2, SI). There are no such voids in
phase-II, which presents a lower density and a much higher
melting point (Table 1).
In order to make sense of the apparently conflicting

structural, thermal, and emissive properties of the two
polymorphs, the packing of DP-4T molecules in both
polymorphs has been analyzed by solid-state density functional
theory (DFT) methods under periodical boundary conditions.
In particular the Perdew−Wang (PWC) functional23 coupled
with a double-ζ quality basis set including polarization
functions on all atoms (i.e., DNP) was used as implemented
in the DMol3 software.24 The same level of calculation
employed here proved to be adequate for large supramolecular
systems,25−28 charged-particle-containing systems,29−32 and
crystalline phases of thiophene-based oligomers and poly-
mers.33 More specifically, in the latter case, it was shown that
calculated heats of sublimation are in good agreement with the
experimental values. The analysis performed on the phase-I
crystal structure yields a sublimation energy of 40.0 kcal/mol.
The relative contributions to the crystal packing energy (see the
SI for details) are depicted as a histogram (Figure 2b). A 63%
contribution is due to the tert-butyl moieties that form C−H···π
interactions between neighboring molecules along the stacking
direction. DFT calculations suggest a slightly higher sub-
limation energy (ΔEII−I ≈ +0.6 kcal/mol) for the higher
melting polymorph phase-II consistent with calorimetric data

(see the SI). Tert-butyl groups still majorly contribute to crystal
packing but do not appear to be involved in any type of specific
stabilizing interactions; this might explain the large thermal
parameters found for the atoms of these substituents, likely
characterized by substantial conformational freedom within the
crystal lattice. The packing energy of phase-II involves
comparable contributions of the aromatic backbone and tert-
butyl groups, 50% and 40%, respectively. This is consistent with
the loss of alkyl C−H···π interactions and the development of
aromatic C−H···π interactions between β-hydrogens of
thienylene moieties in phase-II, evidenced by the short contacts
in the crystal structure (Figure 3a). The evidenced difference in
interaromatic interactions found in the two phases may well be
a key to understand differences in optical properties of the
polymorphs of this conjugated backbone material.
PL spectra of the two DP-4T single-crystal polymorphs

(Figure 4) show well-resolved vibronic progressions closely

resembling that observed for this thiophene−phenylene
hexamer derivative in solution, although with two noticeable
differences: (i) the relative intensities of the vibronic replica
change from the solution to the two solid-state phases, as
expected in the case of H-like aggregation; (ii) an increasing
emission red -shift is detected as we move from solution to
phase-I and to phase-II.
PL QYs of phase-I and -II are, respectively, 18% and 11%,

not too far from the 56% measured in solution. Emission
lifetime measurements give us further insight about the
dynamics of the excited states of DP-4T in the solid state
and, in particular, into mechanisms determining the crystal
emission efficiencies. For phase-I, the QY/emission lifetime
data yield krad = 4.7 × 108 s−1 (krad can be calculated as the ratio
between the PL-QY and the total decay time [krad = QY/τtot]),
only slightly smaller than that of the same molecules in
solution, which is 7.2 × 108 s−1. On the contrary, in phase-II, a
low QY is associated with a long PL lifetime and hence results
in an unrealistically small krad = 2.2 × 108 s−1 (see the SI for
time-resolved data and krad calculation details), which can be
considered nothing more than a rough lower boundary for the
phase-II radiative constant. This discrepancy cannot be
explained only by a reabsorption effect, which is expected to
be similar for the analyzed crystals of comparable size (10−50
μm). Conversely, the simultaneous occurrence of a low QY and
a long-lived emission suggests that the particular packing of this
structure may induce the formation of dark states that gather a

Figure 3. Crystal structure of phase-II. (a) View of two DP-4T
molecules showing short contacts stemming from aromatic C−H···π
interactions (shown as black lines). (b) Crystal packing energy
contributions of methoxy, aromatic backbone and tert-butyl moieties.
(c) Crystal of phase-I after transformation to phase-II polycrystalline
aggregate.

Figure 4. PL spectra (λexc = 420 nm) of DP-4T in phase-I and phase-II
crystals and in THF solution. Excitation profiles are given in Figure S5
(SI).



fraction of the excitation, reducing the number of available
emitting excited states.
In order to further detail the picture of allowed electronic

transitions of DP-4T in both phases, single excitations and the
corresponding transition dipole moments (TDMs) need to be
evaluated. TDMs for oligothiophenes stacked in a parallel
fashion are expected to lie along the aromatic backbone,
implying H-like behavior, with side-by-side arrangement of the
TDMs.34 Indeed, 1D clusters of molecules along the closest
interaromatic intermolecular interaction direction (see Figures
1 and 5) clearly show H-like mutual arrangements of the

molecular long axes for both DP-4T phases. Only slight
deviations are found for phase-II, which shows some
misorientation due to the presence of two independent
molecules in the unit cell. Therefore, molecular stacks and
expected TDM vectors can both be regarded as H-aggregates;
yet, it is the phase closer to the ideal H-model (the angle
between the aromatic plane and the stacking axis is closer to
90° for phase-I) that shows the highest QY.
To confirm the previous qualitative considerations, calcu-

lations of dimer excited states and TDMs have been carried out
by using the semiempirical ZINDO and time-dependent DFT
calculations (TD-DFT) methods, which are known to provide
reasonable results for the excited states of conjugated
molecules.35−37 The input geometries were first optimized as
isolated molecules and then arranged in dimers conforming to
crystal packing, that is, preserving the relative positions and
orientations. The B3LYP functional was adopted together with
a 6-31G** basis set as implemented in the suite of programs
GAUSSIAN09,38 used for all calculations (see details and
results in the SI). Calculated TDM vectors, associated with the
lowest allowed energy excitations, lie (see Table S2, SI) within
the thiophene plane, with small deviations from the main axis
for all molecules of both polymorphs. To a first approximation,
that is, considering only dimeric interactions and neglecting
non-nearest-neighbor interactions, the effect of packing on the
couplings among TDM vectors in phase-I and phase-II is very
similar, as expected from qualitative considerations, and results
in parallel side-by-side arrangement, following H-aggregate
absorption selection rules.
One interesting difference resulting from the TD-DFT

calculations is that more optical transitions are allowed for
phase-II, including the prohibited S0−S1 transition, albeit with
very low oscillator strength. This result reflects the
misorientation of independent molecules present in the unit
cell of phase-II, as reported in the previous qualitative
geometrical considerations. Moreover, exciton splittings are
0.22 and 0.29 eV for phase-I and phase-II, respectively,
implying weaker H-aggregation for phase-I, therefore in
agreement with the small reduction of krad found for phase-I

with respect to the DP-4T solution. Dimer excited-state
calculations reproduce also quite well the red-shifted emission
of both polymorphs with calculated purely electronic excitation
energies S1 of 2.36 and 2.30 eV for phase-I and phase-II,
respectively (to be compared with the experimental PL maxima
of 2.27 and 2.19 eV), corresponding to a theoretical shift
Δ(GapII − GapI) = −0.06 eV against the observed Δ(PLmaxII −
PLmaxI) = −0.08 eV (see the SI). Overall, TD-DFT results are
consistent with the hypothesis that the drop of the PL intensity
in phase-II DP-4T must be explained by other properties,
among which, as suggested above, is the formation of dark
charge-transfer states. Further support to this hypothesis stems
from the peculiar nature of the phase-II HOMO and LUMO
described below. The effect of molecular conformations and
dimeric intermolecular interactions on the optical properties of
two polymorphs can at least be partly explained by referring to
the spatial distribution of their HOMO and LUMO. The phase-
II dimer HOMO can be visualized as residing on the all-trans
molecule, while the LUMO lies on the cis−trans−cis conformer
(see Figure 6). This result suggests that in phase-II, the primary

photoexcitation should produce not only Frenkel excitons with
a partial charge-transfer character but possibly also dark charge-
transfer states with a consequential reduction of the emission
QY not related to the presence of defects or excitation traps, as
already reported for sexithiophene crystals.39

In conclusion, we presented a centrosymmetric end-
substituted thiophene−phenylene hexamer that shows an
unusual structural polymorphism involving two stable crystal
forms that can be selectively obtained. The results of solid-state
DFT calculations, coupled with crystallographic data, not only
confirm the relative thermal stability of the two polymorphs but
also help to understand and quantify intermolecular inter-
actions between aromatic thienylene moieties. The tert-butyl
groups act as spacers, preventing effective interaromatic
interactions between neighboring molecules and allowing for
relatively high PL especially in phase-I, which shows marginally
higher mass density than phase-II. The contributions to the
crystal packing of tert-butyl substituents through C−H···π
interactions effectively lock the relative position of molecules in
phase-I to relatively high temperatures. Conversely, the two
different backbone conformations of DP-4T in phase-II allow
for a tighter interaromatic packing, preventing the formation of
the voids found in phase-I around aromatic moieties. In this
way, the aromatic components of the molecules interact more

Figure 5. 1D clusters of closest neighboring molecules of phase-I
(along the a axis) and phase-II (along the b axis), with superimposed
yellow and orange arrows representing calculated TDMs, arranged in
parallel stacks, a feature of ideal H-aggregate model.

Figure 6. LUMO (a) and HOMO (b) orbitals for phase-II DP-4T
dimer.



strongly, favoring the formation of dark charge-transfer states
and causing a drop in PL efficiency. Also, TD-DFT calculations
revealed a different orbital and energy picture of excited states
for each structure due to different degrees of coupling between
first-neighbor molecules. The polymorphic behavior presented
herein affords reasonable insight into the optical properties of
the DP-4T system, likely offering generally applicable guide-
lines. It confirms that solid-state optical spectral properties of a
given molecular species, even in the presence of different stable
conformers, are likely to vary modestly with packing. On the
other hand, neither the bulkiness of substituents, nor H- versus
J-aggregate features, nor a generic packing tightness correlating
with density or packing energy allows a detailed prediction or
modulation of luminescence in the solid state of aromatic
oligomers. Control of intermolecular interactions among the
aromatic components in aggregates is very likely to be essential.
Such features may be quantified by appropriate partitioning of
crystal sublimation enthalpies or, more qualitatively, evaluating
voids between the aromatic segments of oligomers. In this
regard, the presence of sterically demanding nonaromatic side
groups must thus be coupled with a stringent control over
crystallization conditions in order to obtain optimal molecular
packing of the aromatic backbone.
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